To find the MR Research Center from the upper floors of the main hospital building, it is easiest to first locate the second floor compass on the north side of the complex.

After you have found the second floor main compass, flip this sheet over to page 2 and follow the second map to the MR Research Center.
If you have any additional questions about the MR Research Center, please visit the website: [https://mri.radiology.uiowa.edu](https://mri.radiology.uiowa.edu)

Or phone Joe Ekdahl at (319) 384-3026

---

**Directions from the Main Hospital Second Floor Compass to L169 MERF**

- Walk East of the second floor compass, entering the College of Public Health.
- Turn left at the end of the hallway, immediately after the BE elevators.
- Turn right halfway through this hallway, into a tiled corridor marked with a sign for the Medical Research Center.
- Turn left at the end of the hallway, just after passing several vending machines, into the Medical Laboratories.
- Walk to the end of this hallway (it should be filled with lockers).
- Turn right once inside the stairwell at the end of the hallway, and walk through the only set of doors, with a sign for the Eckstein Medical Research Building.
- Walk down the long corridor and walkway over the EMRB cafeteria.
- Follow the hallway to the left, toward the skywalk.
- Continue to walk through the skywalk, into the teal Medical Education and Research Facilities (MERF) building.
- Take the first set of stairs on your left, down one flight to the main floor.
- At the bottom of the stairs, turn and walk to the left of the reception desk.
- Walk down the long corridor with the blue and red mural.
- Take a right at the bottom of the stairs, and take another right at the first hallway.
- The MR Research Center is the first door on the right, in suite L169.